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Abstract

Nunerous studies have examined the combined

effects of unegual sanple sizes and unequal variances

on the enpirical probability of a Type I error for

Tukey I s nultipLe conparison statistic (Howe1 1 Ç Garnes ,

L973; Keselman € Toothaker,1974; Keselman, Toothaker,

& Shooter, 1975a), However, none of these studies have

attempted to numerically quantify or systematically

nanipulate the degree of variance heterogeneity or the

degree of sanple size disparity. The present

investigation employed Boxrs (1954) coefficient of

variation as an index of the degree of variance

i heterogeneity and sanple size disparity present in a

I ,rimental situation. Two values of theg].ven exPe

I coefficient of variance variation, representing rnoderate

and large degrees of r¡ariance heterogeneity, v¡ere exarnined
.' . ..:: 1:.:.
:::: :ìi'l:r for 10 values of the coefficient of sanple size variation.

: .. ..-:.:':i.:r: In order to assess the ef fects of dif f erent patterns of. .': :.. :.:.":

variance heterogeneity, 3 patterns of unequal variances
' were examined for each of the 2 1eve1s of the coefficient

of variance variation. For each condition, Type I; i ::.ì:.,.: ,.,j

experimentwise error rates were computed for the harnonic

nean (Winer, 1962), the Kramer (1956), and the Mi11er

.:':::-':

(1966) unequal tk forrns of the Tukey test. In addition,



each condition was investigated when sarnpling frorn a

normal and a non-norrnal skewed distribution. Results

indicated that, for all 3 unequal rk procedures, any

effects due to distributional characteristics were

negligible, The pattern of the unequal variances also

produced mininal effects, these effects only occurring for

negativeLy related pairings of unequal sample sizes and

unequal variances. 0ver all the conditions, the Kra¡ner

(1956) nethod proved to be the most desirable unequal

nk technique as it consistently deviated less frorn

theoretical alpha than either of the other 2 techniques.

The lvliller (1966) method proved to be the least desirable

technique, rêsulting in seriously inflated empirical

alphas for conditions of unequal sample sizes in

combination with equal or unequal variances. The

empirical Type f error rates for all unequal rk procedures

were found to vary widely as a function of the degree of

sanple size disparity and variance heterogeneity.

Multiple linear regressions perforrned on the Kramer (1956)

empirical alphas indicated that the degree of sanple si2e

disparity is nost influential in deterrnining the degree

of conservativeness of a test involving positively related

pairings of unequal sanple sizes and unequal variances,

while the degree of variance heterogeneity has a greater



effect on the liberalness of a test involving negatively

.related pairings. It was concluded that by quantifying

the degree of sample size disparity and variance

heterogeneity, via Boxrs (1954) coefficient of variation,

researchers night better predict the effects of unequal

sample sizes and unequal variances on the enpirical

probability of a Type f error.
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A COMPARISON OF THREE UNEQUAT GROUP FORMS OF THE

TUKEY MULTIPLE COMPARISON STATISTI C FOR VARYING

DEGREES AND PATTERNS OF VARIANCE HETEROGENEITY

AND FOR VARYING DEGREES OF UNEQUAT SAMPTE

SIZE DISPARITY

Introduction

The putpose of the present research uras to
systematically evaluate the robustness of three unequal
rk forms of the Tukey test for varying degrees and

patterns of variance heterogeneity and for varying degrees
of unequal sarnple siee disparity when sampling from a

normal distribution and a non-normal distribution.
Tukey I s nultiple cotnparison statisti c is

intended to probe pairwise contrasts among sampre means

(Mi11er,1966; Tukey, rg5g) . For the standard one-way

classification design, where K independent sampres of n

independently distributed random variables with common

variance 02 have been sanpled from a normar popuration,
the probability is 1-a that the va1ues of the sampre

contrasts sirnultaneously. satisfy (1)
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P{ | (x..t-i.t,) - (ut-u¡,) Itqo;K,K(n-t) (s2lr,)2,k,kr=1,...,K}

= l-o

where F.k=l/nlXr,, s2= J-.X,.t (Xit-f,.*)t,i ir RG:TT 1 ¡\

and eo;K,K(n_l) is the upper 1004 per cent point of the

studenti.zed range distribution with parameters K and

K(n-1) , Tukey t s technique uses the studentized range

distribution (g*,vr) to investigate sirnple differences

among means. The distribution of the studentized range

is defined as foll-or.{s: *(f) r*(Z)r...,*(rr) is a rando¡n

sarnple of n observations artangecl in ascending order of

nagnitude drawn fron a noÌmaL or Gaussian population with

nean ux and variance o$, hereafter denoted as ¡¡(uxrol).

The range in the sample is the difference between the

maximum and minimurn values of the randorn observations,

that is , * (rr) - * (f ) . The ratio of the range to the

sarnple standard deviation, sx, oï the studentized range

(I1I) is : I{ = x (n) - x (f) /t* fPearson, 1942) .

For Tukeyts nultiple conparison procedure,

Í. (t), -..,i. (*) is a random sarnp1e of K sample means

of size n arranged in ascending order of nagnitude,

each sanple mean being distributed nornally with mean

ux and common variance oÇ/n. Therefore, in order

(1)

:.: : ::::::l
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to satisfy this assumption of honogeneity of variance of

the sample means, each sarnple mean must be based on an

equal nunber of observations. When the requirement of

equal sanple sizes cannot be met, three unequal rk forrns of

the Tukey test have been suggested.

The harrnonic mean unequal rk form of the Tukey

test is given by Winer (1962). If the sample sizes are

unequal, then the glfc'up means are distributed normally

with heterogeneous variances. According to Winer (1962) ,

under such conditions of variance heterogeneity, the

esti¡nated varirr"e, MS"/n, can be replaced by the average

of the variances of the means, l/K $ l/ni(MSe). This

procedure is equivalent to using the harmonic mean of the
-tugroup sizes, DH, for an approxirnate value of n, where

turi' = Kl (I/nr*t/r2+...+J./n¡ç). (z)

A second procedure, suggested by Kramer (1956),

rlras originally developed f or Duncan I s Multiple Range Test

but was extended to the Tukey rnethod by Steel and Torrie

(1960). While the harmonic mean uses all K of the n

samples, Kra¡nerrs (1956) nethod only empJ-oys the sarnple

si zes of the gpecif ic me.ans involved in the sample

contrast. Thus, the Krarner (1956) procedure uses the

harnonic mean of the two sample sizes involved in the



.;l::1.:,.j.1j:j

tu

contrast, rK, as an approxinate vaLue of n, where

tK= 2 (3)

1/nr * t/nz

Therefore, by the Kramer criterion, a sanple contrast
:.'.:l:r r.-l. ::: :: would be j udged signif icant if it exceeded

: .: . -.,..,:ì.. l

qrts; K,.K(n-l) "5 (l/tt*I lnì MSe]%' (4)

The third unequal rk forn of the Tukey

procedure r{as suggested by Mil1er (1g66). According to

Mi11er (1966), if the departure from balance uras sright,
an average or ¡nedian value of the group sizes could be

used as an approxirnate value of n.

Smith (1'971) examined the robustness of the

Tukey procedure to unequar sanple sizes in the ratio of

up to 3:1 using the harmonic mean, the Krarner (1956)

nethod, and the MiIler (1966) unequal rk forrns of the

Tukey test. The accuracy of. these three procedures

was . examined under the effects of three independent

variables: a) the magnitude of difference in group size
(ranging fron I to 4)1, b) the average group size
(ranging fron 2.5 to 9.0) , and c) the nurnber of groups

in the cornparison (ranging fron 4 to 10). Snith (1971)
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found the effects of the first two variables (average

group size and difference in group síze) to be

significant, while the third variable (nurnber of groups

in the conparison) did not lead to discernable

differences. With respect to the three unequal nk forms

of the Tukey test, the Krarner method provided the Lowest

enpirical probability of a Type I error, while the Miller

method generated the largest enpl.rical Type I error

rates. Snith (1971) concluded by recommending the Kramer

rnethod when using the Tukey procedure for gïoup means with

unequal sarnple sizes, âs it consistently provided

conservative enpirical probabilities of Type I error.

KeseIman, Murray, and Rogan (1975b) extended the

work of Smith (1971), investigating the harmonic mean and

the Kramer procedures when the degree of disparity

between the unequal group sizes ranged from a ratio of

ZzL to as large as 40:1. For varying numbers of groups.
:::..:::::j: 

:a:tr:,:

:.:,';:::.'::.:',::'.: in the COmpariSOn (k=2 ,3 r4) , and Vafying theOfetiCat
''.....\.- ..,'....:
....: -:.:. signif icance levels (. f 0, .05 , .025, .01) , rarely did the

''.' j..:.

ernpirical Type I error probabilities exceed their

theoretical significance leveLs by more than one percentage

point even when group sizes differed by a ratio of 40:1.

The Krarner estimates were found to be typically less than

the t,heoretical significance levels while the harmonic nean



:: :,: - ::.: j* ..._-_. -',:.':..-..: ... : :.{

...ì.--.-:.: :.:' 6

estimates werfe generally larger than the theoretical alphas.
Keselrnan, et a1 (1975b) concruiled th¡rt the Tukey nultiple
conparison test need not be restricted to conparisons in

'- 
,_.:, _ .: i-:.:.1 which the sanple means aÌe based on an equaL nunber of_- .'-_.ì -,: '-: ì-._l

:.l-:1''.','

observations. tike snith (rgz1), these authors
recommended Kramerrs (1956) procedure, due to its controL

,,,',,,,,,,,.,,., for Type I errors and its conceptual sirnplicity.
: ::rr': 

The effect of unequal sample sizes in.-:..-,..:.. -,-:.._.
.':-:: t ::
:: 
'ì: ': ."-:' combination with various patterns of variance hetero-

geneity (1,3,5,7 ;I.76, !.76,6.24,6.24i2.2I,2,2I,2.7\,Z.gZ)

uras evaluated by Howell and Games (1979) using the
harrnonic mean form of the Tukey test. Thë differences
in the enpirical rype r error Tukey probabilities reported

, ï","'::::,;.::"':;"::.:"::'::':;"'ffi^';:.::: ;;::;,;;,
That is, when unequal sarnpJ.e size! were positively

: .r.:; r related to the unequal variances, the Tukey test provided
,t,'.,.,1,',ì.t 

-a conservative test, while negativeLy related pairings of
' :..'.. .::": :"." unequal sample si zes and unequal variances produced a1 .1 :1 

. j 
l

liberal test..

Petrinovich and Hardyck (1969) exanined rhe

effects of atl three assumptions underlying the Tukey

test in conjunction with an evaruation of other nultiple
conparison procedures. For differing numbers of treat-
ment 1evels and sample sizes, petrinovich and Hardyck



(1969) exanined the robustness of the Tukey method for

varying population shapes and population variances, and

found results similar to those reported by Howel1 and

Games (1973) for conditions of unequal sarnple sizes and

unegual variances2 In addition, Iike the ANOVA F-test,

the Tukey nethod hÌas found to be generally robust to

conditions of non-normality. Petrinovich and Hardyck

(1969) found no effect due to varying numbers of treat-

ment levels or to sanple sizes (equal or unequal).

Ramseyer and Tcheng (1g73) criticized the study

of Petrinovich and Hardyck- (1966) pointing our rhar their

investigation only offered data suggesting that the Tukey

procedure Ìrtas robust to violation of the assumptions of
normality or hornogeneity of variance. Under no one

condition was the effect of non-noïnality and variance
heterogenity sinultaneousry investigated. rn addition,
Petrinovich and Hardyck (1966) exanined only one type of

non-normal distribution (an exponential distribution).

Ramseyer and rcheng, therefore, investigated the robust-

ness of the Tukey procedure for three non-norrnal

distributions (positively skewed exponential, negativery

skewed exponential, and rectangular). together with tr.¿o 
ì

sets of heterogeneous variances (2:1,4:1) under conditions

of equal sarnple sizer (nk=5 or tSLl Their results



indic¿ted that when Type I error was the criterion, the

Tukey procedure v¡as robust.

,,:... Keselman and Toothaker CL974) , investigated the
l: : ..... .:. - :.ìj':r':'.i::r robustness of the harrnonic mean unequal nk form of the

Tukey method under conditions of non-normality

(exponential distribution), variance heterogeneity

(l z2z3 :4), and unequal group size (trl=8,i2=9,û3=11,n*=16¡

and found results similar to those reported by Petrinovich

and Hardyck (1969), Howell and Games (1973), and Ramseyer

and Tcheng (1973). Although the robustness of the Tukey

test uras related to the type of assumption violation, the

authors concluded that the Tukey nethod could be judged

as robust a statistìc as the ANOVA F-test.

The accuracy of both the harmonic mean and

Kramer unequal tk forms of the Tukey procedure for varied

population shapes and popuLation variances, for varying

nurnbers of treatment levels was investigated by Keselman,

Toothaker, and Shooter (1975a). Both the harnonic mean

and Kramer unequal rk procedures vrere found to be

adversely affected by combining unequal sample sizes with

unequal variances. Negatively related pairings of

unequal sanple sizes and unequal vari.ances caused the

harmonic mean and Krarner (1956) empiricaL Type I errot

rates to exceed true or theoretical alpha while positively

r'..:'r : r'.::'.:.:.'i-'....-j-..::.) 
i
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related pairings produced conservative tests for both

nodifications.

In summary, it is evident that there have been

numerous investigations examining the combined effects of

variance heterogeneity and unequal sarnple sizes on the

enpirical probability of a Type I error (e.g.Howe11 A

Games , L973; Keselman Ë Toothaker, i.g74; Keselman, et al,

1975a; Petrinovich 6 Hardyck, 1969). However, none of

these studies have attenpted to numerically quantify or

systematically rnanipulate the degree and/or pattern of

heterogeneity of the unequal variances or the degree of

disparity of the unequal sarnple sizes, This question is

of paramount irnportance since Box (L954) has shown that

the degree of heterogeneity is a major determinant pf the

extent of bias encountered in situations of unequal

variances and unequal sanple sizes. The degree of

heterogeneity of unequal sample sizes and unequal

variances can be inclexed by a coefficient of variation

given by Box (1954). For conditions of unequal sanple

sizes, the coefficient of variation of the unequal sample

sizes, hereafter referred to as the coefficient of sarnple

size variation, Cnk, is equal to

.rn = ll,"n - 
n.¡ r,4,

t.

(s)
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hrhere nk is the sample size of the kth sanple and ñ'. is

the average of the K sample sizes. Sinilarly, for

conditions of unequal variances, the coefficient of

variation of the unequal variances, hereafter referred to

as the coefficient of variance variation, aoí, would be

coi = 
[f 

,"* - a.2) ,r4, (6)

6.2

the standard deviation of the unequal variances,

divided by the mean variance , o?.

None of these previously cited studies have

ernployed these indices to quantify the degree of hetero-

geneity of the unegual sample sizes and fon the unequal

variances in question. The purpose of the present

research, therefore, 'hlas to systematically evaluate the

effects of varying degrees and patterns of variance

heterogeneity and varying degrees of disparity of unequal

sanple sizes on the enpirical probability of a Type I

errol fo¡ the harmonic mean, Kramer (1956) rnethod, and the

Miller (1966) unequal n¡ forms of the Tukey test when

sampling from a normal and a non-normaf distrib¡¡tion.

While the study of Srnith (1971) suggests that the Miller

form of the Tukey test does not aclequately control the

ort,
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Type I error rate, it was f elt that this concl_usion

deserved further ìnvestigation, and moreover that an

exarnination of all three unequar n¡ forms would lead to
a moÌe comprehensive investigation of the problen of
unequal sanple sizes and unequal variances

Procedure

Simulated data for a singLe experiment weïe

generated from the oile-ì,Jay fixecl ef,fects analysis of
variance @,N0VA) modeL :

Xit = U * tk * tik : i=Ir... rn, and k=lr... rK (7)

where Xit is the sinulated observation for the ith

replication of the kth treatment, U is the grand mean of

the K treatments , rk is the ef f ect of treatment, k, with 
..:;:;;the restriction that 5"0 = 0, and "ik is random error :.:.:i,.

which is distributed normally with mean zero and finite ,,-,:,,,,:

variance ozu. without Loss of generality, p was set ¡'; '¡

equal to zero. rn addition, because the present invest-
igation was conceÌned with Type I error rates and 

,,,,.,.,i'.

consequentlythenu11distribution,tkuIasa1sosetequa1

to zero. The one-vJay fixed effects ANovA model was chosen

in order to nake the obtained results comparable to the

previous cited studies (eg. Howelr G Ganes, 1973; Kesernan
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Toothaker, 1974; Ramseyer E Tcheng, 1973) which have

employed this rnodel in generating their sinulated data.

Pseudorandom nurnbers unifornly distributeil over

the unit interval U(0,1) were converted to normal

deviates with u = Q.0 and oz - 1.0 by neans of trans-

formations provided by Marsaglia and Bray (1964). The

normal deviates Ìvere dìstributeð to K=6 groups. The

number of gloups in the experiment Ì{as set equal to six

in order to investigate Boxrs (1954) much neglected

finding (G1ass, Peckham, Ê Sander, 1972) that the prob-

ability of a Type I erïor for the ANOVA F-test is sub-

stantially infLated when the homogeneity of variance

assumption is not satisfied and there are many groups in

the experiment even though sanple sizes are equal.

In order to assess the effects of non-normality'

values of eik v¡eïe selected from a skewed distribution and

the estimates conputed fro¡n this distribution were compared

with those obtained from the normal distribution. The

skewed population was derived frorn a chi-square distribution

with three degrees of freedon, and hence with mornents

t^
ul=3 , 112=o2=6 t !3=24, lt4=252, a skewness measure Yl=I'63

and a kurtosis measure \z=4. The pseudo-random chi-square

variables with three degrees of freeðon wete generated by

sunming the squares of three N(0,1) variables. The numbers
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were then scaled so that the mean and variance of the

skewed population woulcl be the same as'the mean and

variance of the normal population, first by subtracting

three from each score and then rnuLtiplying by L/ o , where

s2=6. The resulting skewed popuLation has a mean zeïo,

variance one, skewness measure y1=1.63 and kurtosis

measure '(Z=4, âs Yt and \2 ale invariant under adclitive

and nultiplicative transformations, As with the nor¡nal

deviates, the skewed deviates were distributed to K=6

groups.

Boxts (1954) coefficient of variation was used

as an index of both the degree of unequal sample size

disparity and the degree of variance heterogeneity.

According to Box(1954), although the coefficient of

variation can be as great as (K-1)%, values greater than

one are extremeLy rare in practice. Therefore, for the

conditions of unequal sample sizes, values of the

coefficient of sample size variation ranging from Crrk = .18

to C-, = .78 were chosen in order that most situations¡.K

involving unequal sample sizes arising in behavioral

research would be subsumed within this Ìange of values.

fndeed, Keselman (1975) has pointed out that most unequaL

celI frequencies represent random loss and as such' are

not divergently inbalanced.

The coefficients of sanple size variation and



.':.'.::.:.:. :.:rrr- .:4...: a :::...':. '...-,-:a.::,'.1::..f..-r'. ,:ì::.-,i;1;

t4

the values of the unequal sanple sizes are presented in

Table 1.

Each of these conditions of unequal sarnpl.e size

disparity was examined under six conditions of variance

heterogeneity. In order to assess the effects of both

degree of heterogeneity and pat!ern of heterogeneity,

different patterns of unequal variances hteÌe exarnined for

varying degrees of variance heterogeneity. Three patterns

of heterogeneous variances v¡ere examined under two degrees

of variance heterogeneity as indicated by the coefficient

of variance variation.

wete:

a) t ozzt

The three patterns investigated

o!fol o2o I

b) (o1

c) ("1

o?) * (otr

o'z= o1 =

(Pr)

orì (Prr)

o26 (Prrr)

o! * o'u

= o? =5
o1

ol '3) f

Pattern I was chosen to represent an extreme condition in

which all the variances of the treatrnent levels are

unequal. Patterns II and III were chosen to replesent

moderate conditions of variance heterogeneity, Pattern II

typifying a situation where several experirnental grouPs

are compared to several control groups, and Pattern III

illustrating z case where several experinental glouPs are

compared to a single control group.
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Coefficients

(."n.
K

.1826

.2380

.2887

.3416

.3958

.4320

.47g6

.605s

,6807

.7 832

TABLE 1

of SanpIe Size Variatlon and Values

the Unequal Sampl.e Sizes

Unequal SanpLe Size Values

of

18, lg,

14, 16,

12, 16,

L2, 14,

12, L2,

8, L2,

6, 12,

6, 10,

6, 12,

6, 12,

18, 19,

18, 20,

18, 20,

16, 20,

14t 22,

16, 24,

16, 24,

74, 20,

14, 16,

14 , 16,

20, 28

24, 28

24, 30

28, 30

28, 32

28, 32

28, 34

28, 42

24, 4g

18, 54
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As yalues of the coefficient of variation
greater than one aÌe extremely rare in practice (Box,

1954) , Coî. - .40 and Cofr = . g0 were chosen to' represent
..''...''t' l: cases of noderate and large variance heterogeneity.

The coefficients of variance variation,
patterns of heterogeneity, and vaLues of the unequal

variances are pïesented in Tabl e 2. The ratios of the

unequal variances ate also specified in Tabl e 2. The

utility of adopting Cofr to quantify the degree of

variance heterogeneìty is enhanced by noting that very

different ratios of unequal variances are identical with

regards to their degree of variance heterogeneity.

Unequal variances urete achieved by nul.tiplying

: the generated nu¡nber by a value for each level such that

, the average . unweighted popuLation variance h'as one for a

i given experiment. For each of the six conditions of
: variance heterogeneity, five different sample size-'''',:::t__'...:. ..,:.,..

. . variance pairings lireTe investigated:
'.,'I--'.r. i

-t, a) all nk equal; all oi equal

b) all n¡ eeual; not all ort equal

c) not al l nk equal ; al l oi equal.

, (.trd positively related to the unequal

rample sizes)
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Coefflclents of Varianco Variation, Patterns

Heterogeneity, and Values of the Unequal

toí

.400

,400

.400

.802

.800

.802

Petterne

Pr

Prr

Ptrr

P I
Prr

Prrr

Rat i ob

1:1.5 222.10:2.66 23,24 i 3 ' 76

1:1 ¡ 1 22,33t2,33t2,33

1:1:l:1¡1¡2,3!

1:4:7:10:12:26

1:1¡l:9:9¡9

1¡1¡l:1¡1t4.35

Pr

Ptr

and Ratios of

Variances

Unequal Variance valuesc

oltoltoltolt"?io'z6

(o l- o 2 - 6 2r) t lo 2o= o 
?- 

o'u)

(o 2I. o 2r= a'r' o I- o ? I " ZP¡tr :

,42 ,

.60,

,82,

b
The ratios have been rounded to tv¡o decinal points

.64 , .88,

.60, . ó0,

.82, ,82,

Values of the unequal

.10, ,40,

,20 ' ,20,

,64, ,64,

1.12, 1.36, 1.58

1.40, 1.40, r,40

,92, ,82, 1.90

.t'

,70, r.00,

,20 , 1.80,

,64, ,64,

veriances have been rounded to tlÛo

1.20, 2.60

1.80, 1.80

. 64 , 2.79

deci¡na1 Points

P\¡
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e) not alL nk equal

. (and negatively

sanple sizes)

; not aL1

related to

*2'k
th

equal

e unequal

These conditions were investigated for both normal and

skewed distributions.

Because the Tukey test is designed to control
the probabirity of a Type r error oveï the set of all
possibLe pairwise contrast,s, Type r experirnentwise eïror
Ìates rÁ¡ere computed with the revel of significance, o

set equar to .05. Therefore, if the observed varue

at least one pairwise contrast exceeded the .0s criti
value, a Type r experimentwise eïïor occurred in the

,

of

caI

experiment. The procedure of generating K random. sanples

with nk observations for the kth sample and caLculating
the three forms of the Tukey test for all possibLe pair-
wise contrasts constituted one experirnent; this procedure

was repeated 1,000 tirnes for each of the parametric

conditions.

To aid in the sum¡narization of the data, the
Biomedicar (Dixon, l97s) Analysis of variance (BMD-ogv)

conputer prog]|am was used to arrive at mean alpha values
of the rnain effects and interactions of the independent

variables of unequal n¡ procedure, coefficients of
variance variation (coí), coefficients of sample size
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variation (C-. ), patterns of the unequal variances '"K
sanple size-variance pairings, and normal-skewed

distributions.

Results

The results of the simulation procedure are

presented in Appendix II. 
. 

Tables 3 through 6 contain

a summary of the results obtained from the Bionedical

(Dixon , :rg73) Analysis of variance progran. The effects

of each of the independent variables of distributions,

coefficients of variance variation, coefficients of sample

size variation, pattelns of the unequal variances, and

sample size-variance pairings Wil.L be presented initiall-yr

followed by a comParison of the three unequal tk forms of

the Tukey test. Discrepancies between ernpirical and

theoretical alpha and betÏ¡een ernpirical alphas n9t
t-

exceeding two standard deviations (1oq= l(.oS) ('95)/
17-^ ?1000J4 =.007)5, rePresenting a 969o confidence band, wilL

be designated as minimaf differences. Discrepancies

equalling or exceeding 2oo-units wil-1 be designated as

substantial differences for purposes of this

investigation.

The main effect means for each of the variables
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investigated are presented in Tabl e 3, Tabl.e 4 contains

the means of the twooway interactions of the three

unequal rk forms of the Tukey test with each of the

rernaining independent variables.

Di s tr ibut i on

According to Tables 3 and 4, any differences

between the enpirical alphas obtained when sampJ.ing fro¡n

a normal distribution and those obtained when sampLing

fron a skewed distribution aïe rninimal. While the

ernpirical alphas associated with the skewed distribution

tend to deviate slightly less than those associated

with the nornal distribution, these discrepancies are

minor, only differing at the third decinal point.

Coefficients of Variance Variation

The data in Tables 3 and 4 indicate substantial

differences in the empirical alphas of the unequal rk

procedures as a function of the level of the coefficient

of variance variation. For each unequal nk technique,

the empirical alphas associated with the smallest value

of the coefficient of variance variation (Coí=.40) deviate

less from theoretical alpha than the ernpiricat alphas

associated with the Iargest coefficient of variance

variation (Col=.80). For the smallest coefficient of
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TABLE

Maln Effect Type I Error }leans for Varlables of Unequal na Pr.ocedures, CoefficienÈs

of Variance Variation, Coefficlents of Sanple Slze Varlation, Patterns of the

Unequal Va¡iances, Sanple - Slze Variance Pairings, and Distrlbutions

Va¡i ab I e

Unequal n* Forns

"ol,
tt*

Patterns

Sanple Size -
Va¡iance Paitíngs

Distribut ions

Variable Levelsa

.085 .O72 .118

.079 . 104

.064 .O7l .077 .079, .086

.o97 . 106 . rrl .111 .113

.095 ,095 .084

.048 .075 .O79 .030 .227

.093 .090

e
Levels of each variable reading fron rlght to left are¡

llnequal n¡ Forms: har¡nonic rnean (H) ¡ Xra¡ner rnethorl (K) ¡ Uiller nethod (]!)

coí: 40; .80

Cnk; , l8i ,21i .29¡ .34t .40,

,13t ,,f8i ,60t ,68; ,78

Parterns . olloz"to!*o2oto!*o2, trl t o2r=ol=o2rtoî=o?=o| (rr) ;

ol-af=o2r=o!=o!ito! tr lrl

Sarnþle Size - Variance Pairings:. ell nk equal, all of equal (A); all nt equal'

not all of, equal (B); Dot ell nk equal, all ol equaf (C); not all n¡ egual'

not all of, elual (and positively related to sanple size) (D); not all n¡ equal' 
,:.,,,

not all of equat (and negatively related to sanple size) (E)

Distrlbutions: nornal (N); skerred (S)
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TABLE 4

Two-way Interaction T¡rpe I Er¡o¡ Means of the Th¡ee Unequatr nk Folns of the

Tukey Test sith each of the Variables of Distributions, Coefficients of

Variance Vari.ation, Coefficients of Sanple Size Vafiation, Patterns

of the llnequal Variances and Sanple Size -.Variance Pairings

Unequal n* Forrnsa

Variablc'LevelsaVari ab I e

Di st¡ibutions

H

.086

.083

.07r

.098

.063

.070

.07 6

.07 6

.082

.091

.096

.09E

.098

.098

K

.073

.07l

.060

.085

.063

.066

.069

.069

.072

.076

.075

.077

.07a

.07E

!l

.119

.116

. t05

.130

.067

.077

.086

.092

.103

.125

.147

.15E

.rs7

.164

N

s

coî

?-nk

.40

-80

.18

.24

-29

.31

-40

.43

-48

-60

.68

-74
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Patterns

Sanple Size -

\ta¡iance Pairings

Pt

Ptr

Prl¡

h

B

c

D

E

.07 6

.076

.064

..04I

.075

.049

.034

.157

. 12I

. r2t

.110

..048

.075

, r24

,037

.305

TABLE 4 (CONI'D)

.089

. p8?

.07 9

,048

.bzs

.064

, 019

,220

Unequal n* Forms: H = ha¡¡nonic nean; K - Kra¡ner rnethod; M - Miller ¡nethod

Distributions: N - nor¡nal; S - skewed

Patterns: I . ozr*o2r*oltof,*olto2u

II -. o1=o7=a?fo2o=o3=o¿

III * al=ol=oz=of,=al*ol

sarnpre size - variance Pairings: A - all n* equal, a1l ofr equar: B - arl n¡ equal; r:.

not all ofr equal: G - not alr n* equal; all ofr equal: D - not all n¡ equal; not 
.aff ofr equal ( and positively related to sanple size): E - not all n* equat; nqt ...

alf ofr equal ( and negatively relared to sanple size)
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variance variation (Coí=.40), the mean enpirical alpha

is .079 while the largest coefficient of variance

variation (C^3=.80) yields a ¡nean enpirical alpha of-9k
.104. That is, as the degree of variance heterogeneity

increases, the discrepancy between empirical and

theoretical alpha increases.

Coefficients of Sanple Size Variation

As seen in Tables 3 and 4, the magnitude of

the discrepancy betvreen enpirical and theoretical alpha

is also dependent upon the degree of sample size disparity.

For the srnallest coefficient of sanple size variation

investigated, eilpirical alphas for the unequal rk

procedures deviate only nininally from theoretical a1pha,

while the largest coefficient of sanple si ze variation

exanined produces substantial discrepancies between

empirical and theoretical aLpha. For the s¡nallest value
: j::1r:':r: of the coef f icient of sanple size variation (Cnk=.18) ,.,,,,,,,.,.1,

.,,,,, , the mean empirical alpha is .064, while the largest
: : : 

- - - f a: - ! - - ^ - a - - -- 
a - - :coefficient of sample size variation (Crrn=.78) produces a

mean alpha value of .113. Thus, âS the degree of sanplê

size disparity increases, the discrepancy between

ernpirical and theoretical alpha al so increases .

Patterns of. the Unequal. V.arialces

According to Tables 3 and 4, any differences

among the three patterns of unequal variances investigated
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are rninirnal f or al l three unequal rk procedures . Pattern

III, invoLving all variance equal but one, results in

empirical alphas deviating slightly less frorn theoretical

alpha than the empirical alphas obtained from either

Pattern I, involving alL unequal variances, or Pattern If,

involving one-ha1f of the yariances equal but unegual to

the renaining one-half of the equal yariances. However,

these discrepancies are minor, being attributed to

sampling variability.

The thro-way interaction of patterns of the

unequal variances and sample size-variance pairings is

presented in Table 5. I\rhile the data presented in

Tables 3 and 4 indicate no differences between the three

patterns of the unequal variances, Table 5 indicates

differences in the patterns of the unequal variances for

negatively related pairings of unequal sanple sizes and

unequal variances (Pairing E). For negatively telated

pairings, there is a substantial difference between the

ernpirical alphas associated with Pattern III and those

associated rcith either Patterns I or II. Differences

between Patterns I and II, however, are rnininal. Pattern

III results in the smallest deviations from theoretical

alpha with Patterns I and II producing the Iargest

discrepancies. Pairings A and C involve conditions of

hornogeneous variances and are therefore not applicable to
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TABLE 5

Two-way rnteraction Type r Error Means of the variables
of Patterns of the Unequal Variances and

Sanple Size - Variance pairings

sanpre size - variance pairingsa ernsâ

Pt Prr or'

A

B

c

D

E

Patterns: r - olf"rzfo2r*oî#"?lrT

I I - o1=ol=o!*o,o=o?=oru

III - "1=otr=o?=o1=o!*ol

.048 .047 .048

.077 ,07 6 , 07 0

.078 .077 .080

.024 ,O32 ,034

.250 .24I .189

Sample Size - Variance Pairings: A - aIt rk equal, aIl
ort equal: B - all rk equat; not att ofr equat: C - nor

all rk equal; all ort equal: D - not all rk equat; not

all ort equal (and positively related to sample size):
E - not all tk equal; not all ort equal ( and negatively
related to sample size)
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a discussion of the effects of different patterns of

unequal variances. In addition, Pairing B, .involving
equal sanple sises in combination with unequal variances,

and Pairing D, involving positively related pairings of

unequal sanple sizes and unequal variances, do not yield

substantial differences among the three patterns.

Thus, TabIe 5 indicates that any differences

between the three patterns of unequal variances appear to

be restricted to negatively related pairings of unequal

sanple sizes and unequal variances.

Sanp 1e S i zï-Vari ance__Pairings

The main effect means of the variable of sarnple

size-variance pairings presented in Table 3 yield the

following general conclusions: a) pairings of equal sanple

sizes and unequat variances as weIl as pairings of unequal

sample sizes and equal variances cause the Tukey test to
''..''..'..::..::,..j become slightly liberal with empirical alphas exceeding

'' theoretical alpha, and b) positively related pairings of..'.'':''.....
.'.'

unequal sarnple sizes and unequal variances result in a

conservative test in that enpirical alphas are less than

theoretical alpha while c) negatively related pairings
:. : .:-...j .. .

:, ¡ rrrri, of unequal sarnple sizes and unequal variances yield a

liberal test. However, the means fron the tr,¡o-way inter-

action of sample size-variance pairings and unequal tk pro-

cedures (Tabte 4) indicate that the l iberal alpha v.aIue

obtained from the pairing of unequal sample sízes and equal
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variances CPaLring C) is a result of the inflated

ernpirical alpha associated with the Mil1er unequal nr,
K

forn of the Tukey test. Under these conditions, the.... :...".:.. . . _. 
:.''" ""''::t: Mi1ler method is extrernely sensitive to conditions of

unequal sarnple sizes while both the harmonic and Kramer

unequal n,- f orms are not.
:: 'K
'::-.,.._..: :..::: :: Conparison of the Three Unequal n,- For¡ns of the Tukey Test

^-
,:;.;,.,,,,';,,,.-.: As previously discussed, the empirical data
:..'..4 :.

presented in TabIes 3 and 4 indicate that any effects due

to distributionaL characteristics are negligible. Further-

more, Table 5 denonstrates that patterns of the unequal

variances do not result in consistent effects across all

conditions, only yielding apparent differences for

negatively related pairings of unequal sample sizes and

unegual variances. Consequently, the rneans of the four-

way interaction of the variables of coefficients of

variance variation, coefficients of sanple size variation,

sanple size-variance pairings, and unequal rk procedures,

collapsed over the variables of distribution, and patterns

of the unequal variances, v¡as used to evaluate the three

unequal ¡rr- fornns of the Tukey test. This four-way.K

interaction is presented in TabIe 6. Because the three

unequal rk procedures yield the same value for the sanple

contTasts rvhen sample sizes are equa1, a single comnon

Type I error rate value is presented for all three unequal



TABLE 6

four-wey Interactlon lypê t Erro¡ Means of tho Va¡labler of Coefflclents

of Varlance Vsrletion, Coefflclents of Samplc slze Varletion,

Sanple Slzc - Variance Palrlng, and Unequal n* Procodures

Sanplo Slzo - V¿rlance Palring

¡Bc

lTHKì.I

.04ó .061 ..0s2 .049 .0s6

.050 .061 .054 . 0Sl .064

.o¡ts .065 .057 .050 .o71

.0¡t9 . 0Sg .0S9 .049 .08S

.0s0 .060 .061 .050 .097

.052 .067 .066 .048 .L23

.o¿tE .058 .O73 .O17 . 166

.041 .060 .071 .o47 . 186

.o17 .061 .066 .047 .188

.01? .0SS .O7O .0¿t6 .L92

D

Hrì.1
.os7 .044 ,O42

,028 .0/10 .03S

.029 .O42 .039

.020 .034 .054

.o2t .031 ' .037

.020 -o31 .048

.ozL .030 .062

.016 . 026 .060

.016 .021 .0s6

. 01¿l -o2L .06ó

29

E

HtrM
.081 ,070 .088

. 114 .085 . r29

. 133 .097 .159

.14ó . rog .182

.155 . IOE .208

-176 . r08 .261

.196 .115 ,530

.208 . r28 ,376

.210 .134 .s62

.207 -t32 .376

r2i r.e-ok 'n1

.lE

,24

.29

..3¡l

.40 .¿10

.43

. ¿18

.60

.6E

.78

.18

.21

,29

.34

. E0 .40

' 
¡t3

. ¡lE

.60

.68

,7t

,0¿6 .088

.046 .087

.050 .089

,0¿9 .083

.- 0¿3 , 09ó

. osz ,089

.048 ,087

,0¡t6 .oEB

.0¿8 ,088

.0¿5 .08E

.051 .051

.055 .o47

.0s5 .048

.059 ,048

.06¡t ,053

.069 .049

.075 ,0i¡8

.069 .046

.071 .0.t8

.o71 ,048

,058 ,o47

.068 ,026

.071 ,O22

.083 .016

,098 ,015

.tzs .007

.170 .008

,t77 .006

.183 r 004

,206 .00¡t

r o59 , o5o

,046 ? 032

,043 .030

,0¿0 .026

,03¿l .O21

,o32 ,O2Z

.o32 ,026

,022 ,O?L

.018 . Ol8

,018 .020

tL24 , lL6

. l8o ,\41

.211 ,162

.226 . r75

.258 .19¿l

.3tt ,221

.344 .234

,372 ,263

.371 .?64

.370 ,277

. L32

,197

.241

.27 0

.314

.406

.47t

.s27

,s22

.539

.:.-:: : la'llslucs of col and

lnvolvin¡ unequal

Cnk are only appticable to those satnple

9¿Dple sl.zes snd/or unequal vatianccl

size'veriance pairings

equal: B - ¿ll n* cqual;

- not ell nl €qual; not

not sll n* cqual; t¡ot

¡l - l.{lll6r ñethod

Sanplo St¿c - Yarisnce Pairlngst A " 8ll nk equal, all

not all o! equat: C - not all nk equ8l¡ all ofr equal:

rlf of; equal (and Positlvely releted to sanPle slze):

alf ofr cqual (and ncgatlvely relatcd to senple slze)

ol

D

E.

Unequsl ¡L Foras: H - harnonlc nean; X ' X¡a¡er ¡nethod¡
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It procedures for those sanple size-variance pairings

involving equal sanple sizes (Pairings A and B).

For Pairing A, ernpirical alphas deviate fron

the theoretical alpha only as a function of sanpling

variability. As seen in Table 6, the empirical aLphas

for this condition remain close to theoretical alpha

with values ranging from .041 - .0S2.

For Pairing B involving equaJ. sample sizes in

combination with unequal variances, alr three unequal tk
procedures rernain generally insensitive (.0SS-.067) to
the presence of a ¡noderate degree of variance hetero-
geneity CCofr=.40). However, for the extTeme degree of

variance heterogeneity (Coí=,80), al1 three unequal rk
procedures becorne slight j-y more liberal, with ernpirical

alphas ranging from .083-.096

For pairings of unequal sarnple sizes with equal

variances, both the harmonic mean and Kramer unequar rk

forms of the Tukey test remain close to theoretical alpha,

the empirical arphas of the harmonic mean procedure being

slightly larger than those of the Kramer ¡nethod. For

conditions of small to ¡noderate sample size disparity
(C-_ =.18-.40J, the differences between thè harmonic mean-nk
and Krarner nodifications appear to be nininal. Extreme

sarnple size disparity (Cnk= .43-.78) , horveve¡r f.iìeIds
substantrtal drìff elences between th-es.e two procedures,
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Under these conditions, the harrnonic lnean estinates

beco¡ne slightly liberal (.066-.075) , while the Kramer

method results in smal1er, and, in some cases,

conservative enpirical alphas (.046-.053) . The Miller

method, oD the other hand, is severely affected by

unequal sample sizes. For pairings of unequal sanple

sizes with equal variances, it becomes extremely Liberal

with enpirical alphas ranging fron .056 (CnU=.18) to .206

(C-. =.78) ... K

For positively related pairings of unequal sanple

sizes and unequal variances, the empirical alphas for both

the hartnonic mean and the Kramer procedures are less than

theoretical a1pha, the Kramer estinates being larger than

those of the harrnonic mean procedure. For the rnoderate

degree of variance heterogeneity (Coí=.40), the differences

between the harmonic mean and the Kramer estirnates are

negligible. However, for the condition of large variance

heterogeneity, the Kramer estinates are not as conservative

(.01S-.059) as the har¡nonic rìean values (.004- .047). The

sensitivity of the Miller method to conditions of unequal

sarnple sizes can also be seen fron Table 6. For the

moderate degree of variance heterogeneity and the s¡na11 to

rnoderate degrees of sanple size disparity, the Miller nethod

yields conservative ernpirical alphas ( .03 4- .042) . Holever,

for the nore disparite group size conditions, this
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conservative trend disappears and the MiIIer nethod

becornes liberal C.056-.066) . This situation does not

hold for the condition of extrene variance heterogeneity.

Under this condition, the Mil1er nethod yields conservative .,,,,:,,

enpirical alphas (.018-.050) regardless of the degree of
sanple size disparity

For negatively rel-ated pairings of unequal sanple . ,

sizes and unequal variances, alt three unequal rk t't'
.:_.:t . :'.':

procedures result in empirical alphas that are l arger than :: ,',',','

theoretical alpha. For all degrees of sanple size

disparity and variance heterogeneity, the Kramer nethod

deviates less (.070 - .2,77) fron theoreticar alpha than either

the harnonic nean or Miller methods. Ìtlhile the harmonic

mean nethod deviates moïe (.081 -.370) from theoretical alpha

than the Kramer nethod, it does not result in enpirical

alphas as Liberal as those associated with the Miller

nethod ('088-'539)' 

"'''r'r':'Thus, according to TabIê 6, when dealing with ," 
' 

'

:.:' :ì :: . :'

unequal sample sizes in cornbination with either equal or ,.,,.,,,

unequal variances, the Kramer method yields enpirical

alphas deviating less from theoretical alpha than either

the harnonic mean or Mil ler rnethods . Nonetheless , f or ,:':j :'r:,
j..-'..: -_:.:

positively and negatively related pairings of unequal

sanple sizes and unequal variances, the enpirical alphas

of the Krarner nethod vary widely as a function of the
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magnitude of sample size disparity and the degree of
variance heterogeneity. Although al1 þositively
rerated pairings of unequal sanple sizes and unequal

variances yield conservatiye tests, the values of the
conservative empirical alphas nay range fro¡n .044
(coí=.¿o', cnu=,18) to,0L8 (Cofr=,80, crru=, 78) depending

on the degree of sanple size disparity and the degree of
varianceheterogeneity.Simi1ar1y,theva1uesofthe

liberal enpirical alphas resurting from negatively
related pairings of unequal sampre sizes and unequal

vari ances lnay range f rom . 070 (Cofr= . 40, Cn¡= , l g) to .272

(cofr=.80, crk -78) ' Thus, for positively and negativery
related pairings of unequal sarnple sizes.and unequal

variances, the degree of conservativeness or riberalness
of the Kraner unequar nk forrn of the Tukey test is a

function of the degree of sampre size disparity and the
degree of variance heterogeneity.

Because the extent of bias in the empirical
Type r error rate was found to vary as a function of the
degree of sanple size disparity and the degree of
variance heterogeneity, it hras felt that these tvro

variables wourd be beneficial aids in predicting the
effects of variance heterogeneity and sanple size
disparity on the enpirical probability of a Type r error.
To this end, the statistical packages for the social
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Sciences (SPSS) [Nie, Bent I Hu11, 1970) rnultipte linear
regression program was used to perforn rnult'iple Iinear
regressions on the enpirical alphas of the Kramer

pro cedure . Separate multiple linear regressions were

perforned for condìtions of positively reLated and

negatively related pairings of unequal sarnple sizes and

unequaL variances. Because Table 5 indicates that the

pattern of the unequal variances leads to discernable

difference in the enpirical alphas for negativery related
pairings of uneguaL sanple si¿es and unequal. variances,

this variable Ìvas entered as a predictor variable in the

regression equation on the negatively rel.ated pairings

only. Thus, for negatively related pairings, the

regression equation would be Yå = ß0+BtXl*ß ZXZ*BgXg*ß+X¿.

Yå is the predict,ed enpirical alpha, BO is an estimate of

the regression constant and ß 1, . . . ,ß 4 are the estirnated

regression coefficients associated with: X1, the value of

the coefficient of variance variation, X2, the value of the

coefficient of sanple size variation, Xg, the contrast of

Pattern r with Pattern rr, and X4, the contrast of Patterns

I and II with Pattern III. The contrasts wete coded so

that they were orthogonal to one another, The vectoÌs of

X3 and X4 were excluded from the regression equation for

the positively related pairings. For each regression,

all predictor variables wete sinultaneously entered into
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the regression equati,on at s;tep eñs. The results of the

multipLe linear regression are presented in TabLe 7.

For posítively related pairìngs of unequal sample sizes

and unequal variances, 54.52% of the total proportion of
variance accounted for by the two predictor variables
(54.91%) is due to the coefficient of sanpre size disparity.
Less than one percent of the variation in the dependent

score is accounted for by the coefficient of variance

variation. The relative inportance of these beta weights

is reversed when unequal sarnpre sizes and unequal variances

are negativeLy related. For negativeLy related pairings,
the coefficient of variance variation accounts for a large
proportion of the variance (48.10%) with the coefficient of
sample size disparity accounting for a smalrer pïoportion
(24.98e") . Though the degree of variance heterogeneity
accounts for a rarger proportion of the variation in the

dependent measure than does the degree of unequal sample

size disparity, each variable, nonetheless, plays an

important role in predicting the ernpirical probabirity of
a Type I error.

In addition to the degree of variance hetero-
geneity and sample size disparity, the pattern of the

unequar variances accounts for 10.80% of the variation
in the dependent score for negatively related pairings
of unequal sarnple sizes and unequal variances. Most of
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TABTE 7

Multiple Linear Regtession Equations based on the Coefficients of Variance Variatio¡
and Sarnple Size Va¡iatlon for Positively Related Pairings and on the Coefficients

of Variance Variation end SanpIe Size Va¡iation and the Pattetns
of Variance Heterogeneity for Negatively Related Palrings

98 o g Êt R2 RTotrl R2Toa"l oo, lres
Positively Related Pairings

Cn? .0040 .0040 .0624 .0099 .Z¿fO .5490 .OOS9 tt7

ctk -.0s15 .0043 - .7384 .5452

Constant .0539

Negativel¿ Related Pairings

Coî. .2415 , 0130 ,6936 .4E10 .9159 .8389 . 0286 tts

cttk . 1876 . 0140 . .4998 .2498

.0020 .0032 .0228 .0006

-Xptr¡ .0162 . 0018 .3283 .1074

-.0715

B - raï regression coefficients; oU - standard error of ran regression coefficients;

Br - standardized beta neights; R2 - proportion of variance accounted for by B;

RTot"l - nultiPle co¡relation coefficient;
,.R'Tot"l - proportion of va¡iance accounted for by regression eguatlonS

oot - standard error of prediction; lres - residual degrees of f¡eectou

ût - Írr-1"r,

i, = *[rrr.irrr]

Constant

a
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this variation (10.74v") is accounted for by differences

between Pattern I and II conpared with Pattern III tùrl.

Because the proportion of variance accounted

for by the degree of variance heterogeneity was found

to be negligible (.39%) for positively related pairings

of unequal sarnple si zes and unegual variances , the

vector associated with the coefficient of variance

variation was ileleted as a predictor variable for the

¡nultiple tegÌession on positively related pairings, In

addition, in order to increase the generality of the

prediction equations, and because patterns of the unequal

variances accounted for a relatively smaLl proportion of

the totaL variation for negativeLy related pairings, the

two vectors associated with the variable of patterns $¡ere

deleted as predictor variables for the regression on

negatively related pairings. The multiple linear

regression equations virete then recomputed. The recomputed

regression equations aÍe presented in TabIe 8.

The influence of Crk for positively related

pairings and Crk as well as Coi for negative}y related

pairings is again evident.

Hypothetical data is pÌesented in TabIe 9 to
illustrate the use of the derived rnultiple regression

eguations in predicting the effects of unequal sample
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Multlple Linear Regression

Size Disparity and/or

ß8

Posltively Related Palrings

e -.0515-nk

':: .:
t:. i ii

Constant

Negatively Related

62tok

cnk

Con s t ant

TABLE 8

Equations based

the Coefficient

oÊ ßt

.0043 -,7384

.0563

Palrings

,24r5

.1876

- . 071s

ß - raw regression coefficlents ¡. dB standard errot of raw regresslon coefflclonts¡

ß* - standardized beta weights; .R2 - proportion of varience accounted for by ß¡

RTot"l - rnultiPle collelatlon coefflcient;

*rroa", - proportlon of varlence accounted for by regrossion oquatlon;

oot _ standard error of predictlon; ures, rosidual degrees of freodo¡r

on the Coefflcient of SanPlo

of Variance HetetogeneitY

R2

. s452

.0167

.0180

tRtot*r R-Toa"l oqt

.7384 .5452 .0089

.6934

.4998

.4808

.249 I
.8548 ,7306 .0367 117

res

r18

(^
@



Values of the Coefficients
Variance Heterogeneity and

nk

sf

cnk

r-2"ok

Condition A

12, 16, 19,

: 14.0, 14.0,

.29

TABLE 9

of Variation of

Predicted Levels

Y¿=
.05

20, 24, 30

14.0, 6.0, 6.0, 6.0

= .40

.080

nk : vaLues of the

ank: coefficient

Yå. OS , predicted

Sanple Size and

of Significance

n¡

sfr

,nu

î¿
"ok

unequal

of sample

enpirical

Gondition B

12, 12, 14,

: 18.0, 18.0,

sampLe

size y

aLpha

.40

Yd = .197
.05

22, 29, 32

18.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0

sizer; ;fr
ariation;

= .80

¡ yalues of the unequaJ. variances

Cr¡?, coefficient of variance variation'K (^
(o

:',

I
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sizes and unequal variances on the einpirical probability

of a Type I error. Because Conilitions A and B involve

negatively reLated pairings of unequaL sanple sizes and

unequal variances, the appropriate regression equations

would enploy the values of the beta weights ptesented

in Table 8 for negativeJ.y related pairings.

Discussion

The results of this investigation support the

conclusions of Snith (1971) and KeseIman, Murray, and

Rogan (1975b) in Ìecommending the Kramer (1956) procedure

as the ¡nethod of choice when faced with conditions of

unequal sarnpJ.e sizes in cornbination with either equal or

unequal variances. For unequal sarnple sizes of varying

degrees of disparity combined r¡ith equal variances, the

Kramer rnethod consistently provides conservative ernpiri ca1

probabilities of a Type I érror. The harmonic mean

procedure, or the other hand, results in slightly liberal

Type I error rates with the MiLLer ¡nethod producing

seriously inflated enpirical alphas. Moreover, while aI1

three unequal nk procedures are adversely affected by both

positively and negatively related pairings of unequal

sarnple sizes and unequal variances, the enpirical alphas of

the Kramer (1956) rnethod deviate consistently less from
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theoretical alpha than either of the other techniques.

The Mi1ler nethod again proves to be the least desirable

of the three unegual nk techniques resurting in extremely

conservative and extremery liberal tests for positively

and negatively related pairings, respectively.

In addition to its stTingent guard against

Type I errors, the Krarner (1956) nethod is also favoured

over the other procedures for its conceptual simplicity.

While the harnonic mean and Mi11er procedures use the

sample sizes of all the groups in the experinent, the

Kramer (1956) nethod only considers the sarnple sizes

involved in the sanple contrast

The differences in the Krarner (19S6) Type I

error rates when sanpling frorn a nornal distribution as

opposed to a non-norrnal skewed distribution are negrigible.

This result is consistent with the findings of Keselrnan

and Toothaker (1974), KeseIman, Toothaker, and Shooter

(1975q), Petrinovich and Hardyck (1969), and Ramseyer and

Tcheng (I973) who found the Tukey rest, like rhe ANOVA

F-test, to be generally robust to conditions of non-

norma 1 i ty

The Type f error rate of the Kramer (1956)

method does, holever, vaïy as a function of the degree of

sanple size disparity and/or the degree of variance
heterogeneity. For pairings of unequal sarnple sizes and
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equal variances, the larger the degree of sample síz'e

disparity, the larger the discrepancy bethreen empirical
and theoretical a1pha. sinilarry, for heterogeneous

variances in combination with eguar sample sizes, the
larger the degree of variance heterogeneity, the larger
the extent of bias in the enpirical rype r error rates,
Thus, while the Kra¡ner (lgS6) nethod is robust ro

moderate degrees of variance heterogeneity (Col=.40),

large degrees of variance heterogeneity (Cofr=.g0) lead

to a substantiar infration in the Type r error rate,
even under conditions of equal sanple sizes. Although

Box (1954) also found serious distortions of the Type r

error rate of the ANovA F-test under similar conditions,
this finding is contrary to the conventional conclusion
that heterogeneous variances are not inportant when

sanple sizes are equat (Glass G Stanley, lgTO). The

author agtees with Glass, et al (1972) in that this
concrusion regarding the role of unequal variances in
cornbination with equal sanple si zes appeaïs to have

boundary conditions which have not been sufficiently
explored. The data from this investigation suggests

that the degree of variance heterogeneity rnay play a role
in deternining these boundary conditions.

For positively and negatively related pairings

of unequal sanple sizes and unequal variances, the
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enpirical Type I error rate of the Kramer (Igs6) method

is dependent upon both the degree of sanple size disparity
and the degree of variance heterogeneity. Thus, whire
positively related pairings typically result in
conservative tests and negatively related pairings produce

liberal tests (G1ass,. E!, pl, tgTZ) , thu Sr*=-.of
conservativeness or liberalness of these tests is a

function of the degree of sample size disparity and

variance heterogeneity. The rnultiple linear regression
equations indicate that for negatively related pairings,
the degree of variance heterogeneity is rnost influential
in deterrnining the degree of rìberalness of the test,
However, for positivery related pairings, the degree of
sanple size disparity is the major deterninant of the
extent of bias in the enpirical alphas with the degree

of variance heterogeneity having rittle infruence on the
degree of conservativeness of the test.

Thus, the enpirical probability of a Type I
error varies as a function of the degree of sanple size
disparity and the degree of variance heterogeneity.
consequentry, by quantifying the degree of sanple size
disparity and the degree of variance heterogenity and

specifying the nature of the pairing of the unequal sanple

sízes and unequal variances, one can better predict the
effect on the enpirical rype r error rate. By using
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Boxr s (1954) coefficient of variance variation and an

analogous coefficient of sanple size variation as

predictor variables in nultiple linear regression

equations, the effect of different nagnitudes of unequal

sanple sizes and unequal variances on the enpirical

probability of a Type I error can be specified. Given

this infornation, researchers can employ procedures

to compensate for the bias in the Type I error rate such

as: a) a transforrnation of their data to achieve

honogeneity of variance, b) a distribution-free test

which is not dependent on equal population variances, orf

c) a nanipulation of the level of significance (a).

In sumnary, the data from this investigation

indicate that a) the Kramer (1gS6) method is the most

desirable unequal rk forrn of the Tukey test due to its

stringent guard against Type r errors and its conceptual

sirnplicity', b) the extent of bias in the enpirical Type I ,, 1,1

error rates substantially varies as a function of the 
¡'.,:

degrees of variance heterogeneity and sample size disparity

while c) non-nor¡nality has little effect, d) extreme

degrees of variance heterogeneity can lead to serious

distortions in the Type r error rate even in the presence

of equal sample sizes, e) the degree of sanple size

disparity is most influential in determining the degree of

conservativeness of a test involving positively related
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pairings of unequal sar4ple sizes and unequal variances

while f) the degree of variance heterogeneity has a

greater effect on the liberalness of a test involving

negatiyely related pairings, and g) the enpirical

probability of a Type I error is rnininally affected by

the pattern of the unequal yariances, these differences

occurring for negatively related pairìngs on1y.

Although the present investigation provides a

systematic evaluation of the effect of assumption

violations on the enpirical probability of a Type ï error

for three unequal .k forms of the Tukey test, several

additional questions should be investigated. Before

selecting one of the three unequal rk procedures, the

power characteristics of these three tests rnust be

examined. While Keselrnan (1975) found no differences in

the sensitivity of the harmonic mean and Krarner (1956)

procedures for conditions of unequal sanple sizes and/or

unequal variances, these two procedures were only evaluated

over a small range of sanple size disparities. However,

the present investigation denonstrates that differences

betrveen the unequal rk procedures vary as a function of

the degree of sanple size disparity. Therefore, âD

investigation of the power characteristics of the three

unequal rk procedures over a wide range of sample size

disparity is needed before a conclusion can be drawn as to
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the rbestr unequal rk technique.

The finding that certain degrees of. variance

heterogeneity nay lead to serious distortions in the 
:.

enpirical probability of a Type I error even when sample

si zes are equal also deserves investigation. It appears

that the traditional conclusion that unequal variancet 
,,

are unirnportant when sanple sizes are equal has boundary ,

conditions which have not yet been delineated. .,,.,.

Final1y, given that the extent of bias in the

elnpirical probability of a Type I error can be determined

via the use of the coefficients of sarnple size and

variance variation as predictors in multiple linear

regression equations, the question arises as to how one

compensates for this bias. That is, if one chooses to

adjust the level of significance, what is the approplciate

degree of adjustment? An evaluation of the effects of

assunption violation for a wide range of significance 
,,,.,,,:,

leve1s would yield infornation regarding the utility of 
,,.,,,,

adjusting the level of significance for conditions of

unequal sample sizes and variance heterogeneity. lvloreover,

investigation of a wide range of significance IeveIs night

reveal that adjustments of the level of significance nay

only be suitable for certain degrees of bias, with a

transfornation or a distribution-free test being the only

alternatives for othet situations. Thus, itrfornation is
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needed regardlng 4ethgds for corlpensating for biases

encountered under conditions. of assumption violation.
l\lith this inf orrnation, researchers can maintain their
desired 1e've1 of signÌficance and guard against extrernely

liberal or conservatlve tests,
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Footnotes

1. The levels of the independent variable of number of

groups in the comparison vrere obtained from Srnith I s

(1968) dissertation, 'rAn EnpiricaL AnaLysis of the

Effect of Unequal Sanple Size on the Tukey

Studentized Range Technique'r. As this variabLe

lvas found to be nonsignificant, the ernpirical

probabiLities tabuLated in Snithts (L971) article

are mean enpirical probabilities collapsed over the

variable of nunber of groups in the comparison.

2. Petrinovich and Hardyck (1969) stated that the

number of treatment levels investigated varied frorn

k=2 to k=10, whiLe sample sizes ranged fron n=5 to

n=50. In addition, for comparisons of unequal

variances, the standard value of the variance was

increased by a factor of four ot eight.

) = 
frnel 

,^f',
where P=c=.05, q=l-P=.95, and n = #of sirnulations =

1,000
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Definitions of Statistical Terrns

alpha (o) :- refers to the probability of a Type I

error. Also known as the level of

significance.

conservative test :- refers to a statistical test in

which the ernpìrical significance leve1 is

less than the theoretical significance

leveI

ernpirical significance leveL or enpiricaL alpha :- refers

the probability of a Type I error for a

statistical test determined from an

enpirical sampling investigation

experimentwise error rate r + defined as the number of

experinents with at Least one hypothesis

falsely declared significant divided by

the totaL number of experiments

liberal test :- refers to a statistical test in which the

eurpiricaL significance level is greater than

the theoretical significance level
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negatively related pairings of unequaJ. sanple sizes and

unequaJ. variances: - refers to a situation
in which the smallest sample siae is fron

the popuLation with the largest variance

while the largest sample size is from the

population with the smallest variance

positively related pairings of unequal sample sizes and

unequal variances: - refers to a situation
in which the smallest sample size is from

the population with the smal-1est variance

while the largest sarnple size is fron the

population with the J.argest variance

p ov¡er i - the power of a statisti cal test of a given

hyopthesis refers to the probability that

the test rejects the nul1 hypothesis when

the nu11 hypothesis is false

robustness : - according to Scheffe (1959), statistical

nethods possess the property of robustness

if inferences are not seriously invalidated

by the.violation of the underlying assumptions

¡nade in the derivations of the statistical

netho ds
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theoreticaL significance Level or theoretical alpha i-
refers to the probability of a Type I error

which is set by the experimenter

Type I error :- if, as a result of a statisticaL test, a

statistical hypothesis is rejected when it
should be accepted i.e. when it is true,

then a Type I error is conmitteð. ALso

referred to as an c-êrror or an error of

the first kind.
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ÏABLE A

Enpirical Type I Error Rates fo¡ the Three Unequal nk Forns of the Tukey

Test when Sanpllng fro¡n a Nor¡nal Distribution with the

Coefflcient of Variance Variation, Co2, = .4Oa

Sarnple Size t Variance Pairingsc
.P at t ernsb

PT

Prt

D

MHK
.053 ,041 ,052

.0s8 .o22 .046

.073 ,024 .045

.092 .Or2 .030

. lt0 .0r5 .036

.r29 .007 .0s2

,163 .003 .030

.t77 .010 .024

.190 .008 .016

.200 .014 .o2s

MH
,046 .091

.030 .140

.039 .1s8

.025 .174

.032 .184

.020 .194

.050 .209

.o42 .250

.038 .240

.060 .266

.052 .083

.035 .110

.036 .732

.ozs .t62

.02t .161

.045 .19s

.039 .186

.062 .t7S

.053 .235

.086 .199

E

KM
.078 .100

.097 .162

.106 . rEl

.135 .210

.135 .251

.126 .27L

.129 .365

.159 .430

.165 ,408

,189 ,446

,071 . 087

.082 .L24

.090 . t48

.106 .20s

.108 .214

. ll2 .285

.119 .303

,111 .377

.L47 ,375

. t27 ..379

c-.AB"x
TTH

. t8 ,042 ,062 .049

,24 .058 .065 .0S2

,29 .061 . 068 ,062

.34 .054 .085 .065

.40 .048 . 066 .068

.43 .056 .072 .064

.48 .0s1 ,07t .070

.60 .051 . 065 .07L

.6E .03s .061 ,067

,7E .040 .060 .069

c

K

.050

.047

.049

.059

.053

.053

.045

.045

.04s

.057

.18 ,055

,24 .043

.29 ,O47

,34 .046

,40 . 053

.43 ,O47

.48 . 046

,60 , 043

.68 .051

,7E .043

,052 .053

.051 ,055

.069 .064

.049 .052

.061 .065

.069 .052

.049 .078

.056 ,083

.061 .065

.050 ,077

.056 .0s8

.052 .066

,056 ,083

.044 .082

.046 .100

.042 .101

.051 . t59

,047 .195

.044 .196

.044 ,2t6

.045 ,054

.031 ;038

,025 .O37

.0r4 .028

.008 .022

.0r8 .031

.0r3 .027

.010 ,026

.010 .025

. 01 I .023
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TABLE À (CONTID)

.18 .041

.24 .049

.29 .046

,s4 .050

P.-- .40 .060lrr

.43 .051

.48 . 055

.60 . 038

.68 . 05r

,78 .055

.077 .063 .057

. 070 . 056 .053

.063 . 059 .056

.061 .067 .054

.060 .072 .058

.067 .077 .050

.056 .079 .04r

.066 .069 .044

.064 .072 .052

.054 .080 .o42

.070 .039

.072 .034

.085 .032

.095 .032

.105 .053

.140 .Ozs

.166 .055

.206 .0r9

. r84 .023

. 198 .017

.052 .045

.045 .044

.o43 .044

.o43 .O47

.o32 .057

.037 .071

.025 .100

.018 .082

.011 .075

. 010 . 061

,077 .069 .O82

.097 .079 .110

.Lt2 .086 .14r

.135 .092 .165

.129 .088 .t77

.L52 .091 .242

.185 .099 .32t

.206 .ttz .349

.186 .108 .32t

.183 .L07 .341

T: conrnon Type I eÌror rate for all three procedures under conditions of equal

sanple size; H: harmonic nean procedure; K: Kraner ¡nethod; M: Miller method

P { oiiaSfo2r*o2o*o!*oå r Prr, tol=o}=o?r)l(X2=gz=oz1 t Prrr , k2r=ol=o2r=azo=a!l*of,

A: all n* equal, all ort equal; B: all n* equal, not all ofl equat;

C: not all n* equal, all ofr equal; 
l

D: not all n* equal, not all ort equal (and positively related to sample size)

E: not all nk equal, not all ort equaf (and negatively related to sanple size)
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TABLE B

Enpirical rype I Erro¡ Rates for the Three unequal nk Forms of the Tukey
Test nhen sanpring from a Nor¡nal Distribution with the

Coefflcient of Variance Variation, CoÊ, .gOa

Patterns

PI

PII

c--AB
"K

TT
.1E .049 .092

.24 .0s0 . 094

.29 .057 . O9s

.34 .051 . r04

.40 .040 .099

,43 .055 .106

.48 .056 .097

.60 .053 .076

.68 .048 .082

.78 ,O47 .084

.18 ,050

,24 .050

,29 .0,f 8

.34 .059

.40 .040

,43 .056

.48 . 051

.60 .056

.68 .053

,78 ,040

Sample Size - Variance pairings

COE

HKMHKMHXM

.043 .048 .0s6 .036 .042 .038 .126 .Lt7 .136

.053 .040 .062 .O24 .041 .028 .t87 .149 .204

.063 .0s4 .o7s .006 .o3o .oll .23s .r83 .26s

.058 .050 .o87 . oo9 .033 . 016 .247 .L76 .2g4

. 064 .060 .08s . ol0 .034 .019 .284 . 211 .s43

.077 .050 .130 .004 .03I . Or5 .g}L .234 .419

.079 .OS2 .188 . Oot .021 .009 .378 .247 .500

.067 .043 .180 .000 .012 .005 .398 .288 .56r

.068 .054 .185 .001 .015 .Otz .399 .2g2 .550

. 079 . 057 .202 . o0o . 005 . 005 .437 , 334 . 61 5

.090 .0s7

.079 .053

.092 . 059

.08r .057

.101 .059

.106 .068

.088 .080

.100 .068

.088 .0ó1

,093 .080

. 0.54 . 063

.052 .065

.056 .075

.038 .085

.047 .096

.047 . l3t

.065 ,L77

,039 .181

.032 .t76

.049 .227

,063 ,075

.036 .061

,028 .047

.oL2 .041

.013 .040

,002 .033

.002 .036

, oo3 .037

.004 .025

.010 .042

,061 .139

.040 .182

,053 ,230

.o23 .257

.021 .307

.010 .375

.013 ,378

.ol9 .371

.021 ,382

.039 ,376

.LzS ,148

.153 .201

.178 .255

.207 .304

.228 ,376

,286 ,464

,264 ,517

.306 ,s42

.311 .554

.289 .556
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TÀBLE B (CONT'D)

:18 ,OS2

.24 .054

.29 .059

.34 .050

Prt I .40 .044

.43 .048

.48 .052

.60 .052

.68 .O42

.78 .0só

.070 .045

.087 .0s2

.094 .058

.069 .0,68

.083 .075

.068 .085

.069 .080

.0E7 .078

.076 .087

.086 .089

.046 .0s3

.04s .066

.04s .071

.056 .090

.055 .LLz

.057 .141

.046 .L7I

.048 . r8t

.060 .209

.054 .230

.030 .048

.023 .037

.016 .035

.016 .037

.019 .0s2

.018 .031

. 0l 6 .o37

.007 .010

.004 .00s

.002 .004

. 031 .096

. .025 .158

.030 .185

.o28 .187

.oT2 . lel

.038 .244

.050 .3r0

.028 .322

.014 .302

.015 .297

.093 .103

.L24 .171

.148 .206

.152 .226

.148 .238

.1ó1 .321

.201 .4t7

.199 .447

.188 .442

.187 .4s4

a'
T: cornnon Type I

sarnple size; H:

b
P r, oîfotr*o2r*o2o*o2r*oå r Prr t ro l= 

o l- o 2r) I (x2 = gz = 
¿2 

) ;

A: al1 n* equai, all ofl eluai; B: al

C: not all..n* equal , all of equal;

D: not all n* equal, not all ofr equal

E: not all nk equal, not alf uf equal

erro! rate fo¡ all three procedures

har¡nonic mean procedute; K: Xramer

under conditions of egual

method; M : Mi 11er ¡nethod

Pr r r t G2=o)=ozr=ozo=oll*aft

I n* equat, not alf ofr equal;

(and positively related to sarîPle size);

(and negatlvely relateð to sanPle size)
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I'ABLE C

Ernpirical Type r Er¡or Rates for the Three llnequal For¡ns of the Tukey

Test when Sampling fron the Skewed Distribution with the

Coefficient of Variance Variation, Coft, = ,4Oa

Sarnpte Size - Variance Pairings

CDPatterns

Prt

tk

TT
.1E .042 .065

.24 .046 .060

.29 ,03E .061

.34 .036 .055

.40 .o43 .061

,43 .049 .072

.48 .053 .064

.60 . 039 .056

.68 .042 .052

.78 .060 .060

HK
.055 .050

.067 .066

.050 .049

.059 .054

.053 .054

.069 .049

.069 .05r

.078 .058

.056 .041

.056 .O44

MHK
.059 .0s2 .036

.076 .028 .038

.068 .015 .030

.088 .0ró . 033

.090 .016 .032

.113 .006 .027

.L7L .010 .031

.186 .014 .028

.188 .0r0 .025

.17s .010 .o27

MH
.036 .090

.o32 .1r3

:o22 . 151

.028 .157

.030 .161

.026 .189

.ozs .2L3

. 049 .23r

.040 .236

.051 .240

E

ßM
.07t .096

.080 .L26

.116 .175

.108 . I88

.113 .2L2

.t26 .289

.133 .343

.t5l .4Ð2

. 16l .42r

.161 .417

.072 .093

.o92 ,133

.095 .162

.098 .185

. 1 16 .224

. rl7 ,264

.rzs .345

.138 .375

.I24 .336

. tzt .-3S9

FI

.18 .94t

,21 .0¿t3

.29 .040

.34 .055

.40 . 054

.13 .051

.48 .041

.60 . 0¡10

.68 .048

;7E ;052

.056 .041

.060 .045

. 058 .052

.048 .066

.064 .0s4

.065 .071

.058 .075

.066 .053

.061 .070

.069 .059

.038 .045 .036

,042 .052 .027

.046 .066 ,033

. 041 .083 .016

.047 .097 .016

.053 . tzs .022

.0s0 .160 .024

.042 .t72 .01 I

.06r .197 .021

,042 .192 .011

.040 .041 .082

.043 .033 .118

.048 .040 ,128

.035 .031 .144

.032 .O27 .180

.039 .049 . r79

.032 .06r .205

.027 .043 .209

.045 .067 .183

.025 .064 .183



.18 .049

.24 .osE

.29 .038

.34 .050

Plll .40 .044

,43 .056

.48 .045

.60 ,037

.68 .055

.78 .032

.053 .048

.061 . 048

.072 .054

.053 .,042

.05r . 053

.058 .062

.053 .069

.053 .072

.066 .065

.036 .078

-r'ABLE C (C0NT'D)

.044 .054 .028

.044 .060 .024

.046 .070 .042

.041 .07L .028

. 040 .078 .039

.042 .11 r .04S

. 045 :r7 4 . 043

.o47 .180 .034

.040 .t72 .021

.048 .170 .O20

.033 .030

.032. .034

.046 .054

,037 . 04 8

.033 .054

.041 .080

.037 .097

.054 .084

. 019 .062

.014 .076

62

. 065 .062 .072

.LO7 .080 .119

. t 16 .089 .148

.LOz .080 .138

. I16 .086 . t71

. L47 .07 8 ,216

.L77 .084 .307

. t7 4 . 098 .324

.180 .LOZ .313

. l7t .090 .3L7

b

T: co¡nmon Type I eÍror rete for all three procedures unde¡ conditions of equal

sanple size; H: har¡nonic ¡Dean procedure; K: Kraner ¡nethod; M: Mi1ler ¡nethod

Pr, ol*ol*ozr*o11"?t"'ui prrr Col=ol=ol)l(X2=gz=oz¡t prrrr (o2r=ol=o2r=af,=o!)*of

A: all .n* equal, all of equal; B: all n* equal, nor alf of equal;

C: not. ell .nk equal, all ofr equal i

D: not all n* equal, not afl ofr equal (and positively related to sanple size)

E: not all nk equal, not alf ofr equal (and negatively releted to sauple size)
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ÏABLE D

Enpirical Type I llrror Rates for the Three Ltnequal n* Forns of the

lukey Test when sampling fro¡n the skewed Distribution with

the Coefficient of Variance Variation, C6ft, = .8Oa

Sample Size - Va¡iance Pairings

Pattefns

PI

Prr

.110 .061

.102 .055

.095 .045

.089 .042

. ll9 .056

.089 . 06¡l

.084 .074

.099 . OS8

.107 .079

.077 .066

.076 .071

,044 .032

.064 .044

.043 . OiS

.o42 .0r4

.033 .0r5

.027 .009

.034 .02r

.030 .026

.039 .038

c-.ABcD
¡¡N

TTHXMHK
.'tE .o42 .074 .051 .050 .053 .042 .054

.24 .035 .084 .054 .045 . 066 ,024 .047

.29 ,050 .o73 .050 . 039 .070 .019 .040

.34 . O¿19 .080 ,066 .051 .089 .013 .039

.40 .044 .096 .061 .053 . 100 . 009 .032

.4s .062 .092 .054 .04s .111 ' 005 .028

.48 .035 .094 .073 .037 . 168 .001 ' 035

.60 .038 .078 .071 .055 .180 .001 .018

.68 .059 .088 .060 . 041 . 166 . O0o . 017

,78 .036 .106 .063 .045 .177 .001 .014

t'f H

.045 .132

.033 .200

.02s ,210

.02L ,224

.0r9 .268

.014 . 336

.014 .386

.007 .419

. 007 ,422

.009 .438

E

KM
.119 .139

.154 ,22r

.ts7 ,244

.162 .27I

,200 ,323

.237 .430

.259 .495

.288 .593

.304 ,577

,s46 ,622

i 18 ;o12

,24 .045

,29 . ,0¿t5

,31 .O17

.40 .o42

.43 . 0¿19

.48 . 048

,60 . 0¡10

.68 .040

. 7E .0¿10

.060 ,067 ,067

.046 .069 .024

.049 .069 .036

,035 .064 .014

.047 .095 . 007

.052 .119 .004

.043 .16¿l .003

.0¿15 .L67 .005

.0s2 .187 .005

.039 . r87 .011

.136 .128 .149

.201 . r52 .224

.201 .1s5 .242

.264 .199 .319

.315 .236 .383

.344 .264 .459

.339 .262 .49S

,442 .32r .599

. 387 .290 . s53

.375 .304 .55E
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T^BLE D (CONTTD)

.lE .O42 .09s

.24 .045 .078

.29 .044 .0E7

.34 .040 .075

PIII .40 .046 .077

.43 .043 ,073

.48 .046 . 090

.60 .036 .081

.68 .049 .0E7

.78 .053 .082

.051 .048

.061 .053

.057 .042

.064 .059

.066 .054

.066 .042

.064 .o47

.072 .048

.070 .050

.070 .041

ofr eCual; B: all
all ofr equal;

not all of equal

not all ufr equal

.tt? .tLz .r19

.1s3 .130 .162

.204 . r52 .235

.176 .t42 .209

.181 .t42 .220

.245 ,t62 .344

.270 .t7t .400

.274 .175 .42L

.332 . r99 .453

.299 .204 .453

.057 .O44

.083 .O23

.066 .026

.083 .030

.105 ,O20

.118 .013

. ls3 .024

.t73 .Ot7

.77 6 . 013

.2L3 .002

. 058 .047

.044. .031

.040 .034

.046 .041

.o27 .036

.o34 .037

.o34 .060

.022 .047

.015 .O29

.005 .014

a
T: corn¡0on Type I etror rate for all three procedures under conditions of equal

sanple size; H: har¡ronic nean procedure; K: Krarner ¡nethod; M: Miller ¡nethod

b
e¡ olfc2r*o2r+of,*o!*oår trr : Gl=ol=ozr)t lX2=g2=¿2) t prrr, (oz=ol=oz=of,=o!'ttozu

A: all n* equal, all

C: not all ¡k equal,

D: not ell n* equal,

E: not all n¡ equal,

nk equal, nol arl ofr equal;

(and positively related to sanple size);
(and negatively related .to sanple size)


